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◼ Please read first 
◼ Extent of Warranty 

1. The product warranty is valid for a period of ONE year from the date of purchase. If a defect is 

acknowledged by Hivertec within the period of warranty, Hivertec will repair or replace the product upon 

return of the product to Hivertec. 

 

2. Hivertec is not responsible beyond the purchase price of the product for any damages or loss of profit, 

direct, indirect, or secondary, caused by application, delivery, or failure of a Hivertec product either 

within or outside of the period of warranty. 

 

◼ Limitations to Liability 
1. Hivertec is not responsible for any damages resulting from product installation, connections, settings, or 

operation that do not follow the contents of this manual. 

 

2. This product uses semiconductor devices manufactured for general electronics equipment, such as 

machine tools, instrumentation, measurement hardware, FA devices, OA devices, and communications 

equipment. They are not designed, conceived, approved for, or warranted for application in devices for 

which faulty operation or failure will have a direct effect on human life or result in personal injury or 

damage to property, such as medical equipment, traffic equipment, burning appliances, or safety 

devices.  

The safety, quality, and performance of the products are not guaranteed explicitly or implicitly beyond 

those given in this manual or related catalogs. 

 

3. Hivertec is not responsible for any damages resulting from modifications or repairs made to the product 

without the approval of Hivertec either within or outside of the period of warranty. 

 

4. The contents of this manual do not guarantee or grant rights to patents, copyright, trademark rights, or 

any other rights to the intellectual property of Hivertec or any third party.  

Hivertec is not responsible for any problems that may occur concerning the rights to intellectual property 

of third parties resulting from the application of information provided in this manual. 

 

◼ Important Safety Instructions 
Thank you for choosing this product. This manual contains information that is important for the safe and 

reliable operation of this product. Read this section and understand the information contained before 

attempting to use the product. 

Furthermore, save this manual and store it in an easily accessible location near the installed product, so that it 

can be referenced when necessary. 

 

Safety Precautions 

Always read this manual and any attached documents completely before attempting to use this 

product. Be sure that you understand the information provided and are using the product correctly. 

Do not use the product before having a complete understanding of the product, product safety 

information, and precautions. 

In this manual, safety precautions are classified as either Warnings or Cautions. 

 
Warning 

Indicates a potentially hazardous situation which, if not avoided, could result in 

death or serious injury. 
 

 

 
Caution 

Indicates a potentially hazardous situation which, if not avoided, may result in 

minor or moderate injury, or property damage. 
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◼ Authorized For 

Caution 

This product and this manual are designed for those with the following knowledge. 

 

• A basic knowledge for installing and wiring expansion boards. 

• A basic knowledge of electronic control devices and personal computers. 

 

◼ Transportation and Installation 

Warning 

When transporting or installing, make sure to read through the warnings and cautions 

described in “User’s Manual <Hardware>” of each product or that of the individual board in 

advance. 

 

Install by following “User’s Manual <Hardware>” of each product or individual board. 

Incorrect installation may cause failure, burning, or operating error resulting in fire, serious 

injury, and/or death. 

 

◼ Wiring 

Warning 

When wiring, make sure to read through the warnings and cautions described in “User’s 

Manual <Hardware> of each product or that of the individual board in advance. 

 

Wire by following “User’ Manual <Hardware> of each product or individual board. 

Incorrect wiring may cause failure, burning, or operating error resulting in fire, serious 

injury, and/or death. 
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◼ Trial and Sample Program (Getting started) 

Warning 

The trial and sample program bundled with this product (Getting started) is for confirming 

whether a board is properly set and connected, or whether the operating environmental 

conditions are properly set, and for understanding the functions and operations of the board. 

Do not use “Getting started” for ordinary operations because, due to its purpose above, it 

does not include safety measures unique to each machine or system. 

 

When connecting motors and equipment or devices and operating, make sure to set 

parameters considering the features of the connected equipment or devices. 

Especially during trial operation, make sure to start with sufficiently safe parameter values 

and change gradually to the required value. 

 

When using sample programs provided with the products to operate devices, always start at 

low speed and be sure that settings match the mechanical system before attempting 

operation. Operating with settings that do not match the mechanical system may result in 

unexpected operation leading to serious injury and/or death. 

 

◼ OSs Supported by “Getting started” 

Caution 

The Oss supported by the “Getting stated” of each product is as follows: 

 

 PCI Express HPCIe-CPD674N/678N 

Windows 10 (64/32bit), Windows 8 (64/32bit), Windows 7 (64/32bit) 

 PCI Bus HPCI-CPD532/534/508/574N/578N/5212M 

Windows 10 (64/32bit), Windows 8 (64/32bit), Windows 7 (64/32bit), Windows XP, 

Windows 2000, Windows 98/SE, Windows NT4.0 

 CompuctPCI Bus HCPCI-CPD734/738 

Windows 10 (64/32bit), Windows 7 (64/32bit), Windows XP, Windows 2000, Windows 

98/SE, Windows NT4.0 

 PCI Bus HPCI-CPD5016 

Windows 10 (64/32bit), Windows 7 (64/32bit), Windows XP, 2000+.NET Framework 2.0 

or higher 

 ISA Bus HPC-CPD234/278, PC/104 HPC104-CPD132, HP104D-CPD364 

Windows XP, Windows 2000, Windows 98/SE, Windows NT4.0 

 USB HUSB-CPD434v2 

Windows 10 (64/32bit), Windows 7 (64/32bit), Windows XP, Windows 2000, Windows 

98/SE 

 USB HUSB-CPD434U 

Windows 10 (64/32bit), Windows7or later(64/32bit) 

 USB+Ethernet HETN-CPD834T 

Windows 10 (64/32bit), Windows7or later (64/32bit) 

 USB+WiFi HWIF-CPD834W 

Windows 10 (64/32bit), Windows7(64/32bit) or later 
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◼ Trial Operation and Tuning 

Warning 

Always debug the program thoroughly before using a product of this series to drive 

devices. Any error in the program may result in unexpected operation leading to death 

and/or serious injury. 

 

When using application software provided with a product of this series to operate devices, 

always start at low speed and be sure that settings match the mechanical system before 

attempting operation. Operating with settings that do not match the mechanical system 

may result in unexpected operation leading to serious injury and/or death. 

 

◼ Disposal 

Warning 

 

Abide by all applicable laws and ordinances when disposing of the product. 
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◼ Manual Configuration of the CPD Series 
Manuals for the CPD Series are composed of the following 4 documents. 

(1) CPD Series User’s Manual <Introduction> (Separate volume provided for INtime version) 

(2) CPD Series User’s Manual <Operation> 

(3) User’s Manual <Hardware> 

(4) User’s Manual <Software> (Windows version, INtime version, and DOS version are available in 

separate volumes) 

 

The contents of each manual are listed below. 

CPD Series User’s Manual <Introduction> CPD Series User’s Manual <Operation> 

－For All Developers －Primarily for Software Developers 

⚫ CPD Series Overview 

⚫ Installation 

⚫ Getting Started 

⚫ Trial Operation 

⚫ Glossary 

A separate volume of <Introduction> is provided 

for INtime HLS-CPD5212 to describe differences 

in the following contents: 

⚫ Installation 

⚫ Sample Program (Substitute of Getting 

Started) 

⚫ Basic Operation 

⚫ Special Operations 

  

User’s Manual <Hardware> User’s Manual <Software> 

－Primarily for Wiring Personnel －Primarily for Software Developers 

⚫ Product Specification, Options at Purchase 

⚫ Block Diagram 

⚫ Connection Configuration 

⚫ Board Settings 

⚫ External Connections 

⚫ Accessories (Connection Board, 

Connection Cable, etc.) 

⚫ Examples of Connection with Servo Amplifiers 

of Various Companies 

⚫ Software Overview 

⚫ Library Functions 

⚫ Driver Functions 

⚫ Sample Program 

⚫ Information on Ports 

A separate volume of <Introduction> is provided for 

INtime HLS-CPD5212 to describe differences in the 

following contents: 

⚫ Software Overview 

⚫ Library Functions 

⚫ Driver Functions 

⚫ Sample Program 
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◼ Terms and Names appearing in this Manual  

1. As for input/output description in this manual of various kinds, about which axis is clearly 

specified. 

Example：XCWP (CW : pulse output+ for X-axis) 

2. Abbreviations appearing in this Manual here after 

 

ELS  End Limit Sensor (XELS : End Limit Sensor of X-axis) 

DLS  Deceleration Sensor (YDLS : Deceleration Sensor of Y-axis) 

OLS  Origin Sensor (ZOLS : Origin Sensor of Z-axis) 

CMP  Comparator coincident output (CMPX : Comparator output of X-axis) 

INPOS  In-position 

SVALM  Servo Alarm (XSVALM : Servo Alarm of X-axis) 

SVCTRCL  Servo Error Counter Clear (YSVCTRCL : Servo Error Counter Clear for Y-axis) 

EXTPOW  External Power Supply 

EXTGND  External Ground 

EMG  Master stop request  

(eventually abbreviated for full stop of each 4-axis, that is from X to U and from V to B) 

(This is not the “Emergency Stop” as a hardware device.) 

DSW  Dip Switch 

SYNCA  Syncronized Connection for Interboard master slave connection for CW pulse 

SYNCB  Syncronized Connection for Interboard master slave connection for CCW pulse 

AP  encoder phase-A input+(Positive)  (XAP : encoder phase-A input+ for X-axis) 

AN  encoder phase-A input-(Negative)  (XAN : encoder phase-A input- for X-axis) 

TTL  Transistor Transistor Logic 

 

3. As for Status 

Please refer to the “User’s Manual <Operation>” and “<Software>” such as describe below. 

Example：ERST, MSTS, RSTS 
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1. Introduction 
This manual provides common introductory explanation of high-speed, multifunctional circular/linear 

interpolation and positioning motion control boards of the “CPD Board Series” using PCL6045 (4 axes), 

PCL6025 (2 axes) or equivalent as control LSI (hereafter generically referred to as “PCL”). 

For the operating procedure, see “CPD Series User’s Manual <Operation>”. 

For wiring, see “User’s Manual <Hardware>” of each product. 

For API functions and the like, see “User’s Manual <Software>” of each product. 

 

1.1  Contents of This Manual 
The contents of this manual are as follows. 

  Target 

Chapter 1 Introduction All developers 

1.1 Contents of This Manual  

1.2 Axes Names  

1.3 Common Specifications  

1.4 Functional Comparison  

1.5 Axis Operation Functions  

1.6 Example of Connection Configuration  

1.7 Bundled Software  

   

Chapter 2 Installing the Device Driver Software developers 

  People who set up PCs 

Chapter 3 Getting Started Software developers 

  People who check connections 

Chapter 4 Trial Operation All developers 

4.1 Procedure  

4.2 Boardchecker Software developers 

   

Chapter 5 Glossary All developers 
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1.2  Axes Names 

Bus Model no. Axes Axes names 

PCI 

HPCI-CPD532 2 X, Y 

HPCI-CPD553 3 X,Y,Z 

HPCI-CPD534 4 X, Y, Z, U 

HPCI-CPD508 8 X, Y, Z, U, V, W, A, B 

HPCI-CPD574N 4 X, Y, Z, U 

HPCI-CPD578N 8 X, Y, Z, U, V, W, A, B 

PCI Express 

HPCIe-CPD632 2 X,Y 

HPCIe-CPD674N 4 X, Y, Z, U 

HPCIe-NCB674N 4 X, Y, Z, U 

HPCIe-NCB674N(1) 4 X, Y, Z, U 

ISA 
HPC-CPD234 4 X, Y, Z, U 

HPC-CPD278 8 X, Y, Z, U, V, W, A, B 

PC/104 
HPC104-CPD132 2 X, Y 

HP104D-CPD364 4 X, Y, Z, U 

USB 
HUSB-CPD434v2 4 X,Y,Z,U 

HUSB-CPD434U 4 X,Y,Z,U 

CompuctPCI 
HCPCI-CPD734 4 X, Y, Z, U 

HCPCI-CPD738 8 X, Y, Z, U, V, W, A, B 

Table 1.2-1 Axes names 
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1.3  Common Specifications 

Item Specification Remarks 

Position command   

Command pulses Positioning pulse-train command output Output element: Differential driver 

Position command range -134,217,728 to +134,217,727 [pulse]  

Command coordinate Relative coordinate command  

Command range for 

continuous feed 
Unlimited  

Position override Only positioning is allowed 
Target position change before 

positioning completion 

Speed control   

Speed range 0.1pps to 6.5Mpps (magnification: 0.1 to 100) Speed bit length: 16 bits (65535) 

Constant vector speed 

control 

For 2-axis circular or linear interpolation: a √2 control is 

applied 
 

 For 3-axis linear interpolation: a √3 control is applied  

 For 4-axis linear interpolation: a √3 control is applied  

Speed override (1) Constant speed is available for all operations  

 (2) When accompanied by acceleration/deceleration 

Only positioning, linear interpolation, and continuous 

feed are available 

 

  

Acceleration/deceleration 

control 

(1) The following functions are available for positioning 

and linear interpolation: 

 S-curve acceleration/deceleration, partial s-curve 

acceleration/deceleration, and linear 

acceleration/deceleration 

 (All with triangular drive peak prevention function) 

 During automatic acceleration/deceleration: 

Asymmetrical ramp can be used 

(2) For circular interpolation, the automatic 

acceleration/deceleration function is available only 

when the constant vector speed control is OFF  

Acceleration/deceleration range 

during the slope of 

acceleration/deceleration 

From base speed to maximum 

speed, or from maximum speed to 

base speed 

Linear acceleration/deceleration: 

2.7ms to 871s 

S-curve acceleration/deceleration: 

5.4ms to 1742s 

 

Automatic 

acceleration/deceleration 

system 

 

 

 

Acceleration/deceleration 

block 

Can configure an acceleration block, constant speed 

block, and deceleration block.  

However, the deceleration start 

point must be manually calculated. 

Homing control   

Homing method Sensor (OLS) origin, phase-Z origin, and ELS homing (13 

types) Search origin, escape origin 

 

  

Backlash correct 
Inserts a correct pulse whenever the movement direction 

is inverted 
 

Slip correct  
Inserts a correct pulse regardless of the movement 

direction 
 

Idling pulse function Accelerates the stepping motor  

Vibration reduction when 

stopping 

Reduces the vibration of the stepping motor when 

stopping 
 

Table 1.3-1 Common specifications 
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1.4  Functional Comparison 

1.4.1 Servo I/F 

Model no. 

Encoder 

Phase-A/B input 

(When multiplied by 4) 

 Output  Input 

SVON SVRST SVCTRCL INPOS SVALM 

HPCI-CPD532/534 4MHz ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

HPCI-CPD553r1 6.5MHz ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

HPCI-CPD508 None 8 None None 2 

HPCI-CPD574Nr1/578Nr1 
6.5MHz  

(Differential only) 
○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

HPCIe-CPD632 6.5MHz ○ ○ ○ ○ 

HPCIe-CPD674Nr1/678Nr1 6.5MHz ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

HPCIe-NCB674N 6.5MHz ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

HPCIe-NCB674N(1) 6.5MHz ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

HPC-CPD234 4MHz ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

HPC-CPD278 
6.5MHz  

(Differential only) 
○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

HPC104-CPD132 
4MHz  

(Differential only) 
○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

HP104D-CPD364 
6.5MHz  

(Differential only) 
○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

HUSB-CPD434v2 4MHz ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

HUSB-CPD434U 6.5MHz ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

HCPCI-CPD734/738 4MHz ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

Table 1.4-1 Number of axes and servo I/F 
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1.4.2 Machine I/F 
Model no. DLS PCS LATCH JOG 

HPCI-CPD532/534/553r1 Switches with PCS Switches with DLS 
Shared with 

OLS 
None 

HPCI-CPD508 None Switches with BOLS 
Shared with 

OLS 
None 

HPCI-CPD574Nr1/578Nr1 Switches with PCS Switches with DLS 
Switches 

with DLS 
Optional 

HPCIe-CPD632 Switches with PCS Switches with DLS 
Shared with 

OLS 
None 

HPCIe-CPD674Nr1/678Nr1 Switches with PCS Switches with DLS 
Shared with 

OLS 
Optional 

HPCIe-NCB674N Switches with PCS Switches with DLS 
Shared with 

OLS 
Optional 

HPCIe-NCB674N(1) Switches with PCS Switches with DLS 
Shared with 

OLS 
Optional 

HPC-CPD234/278 Switches with PCS Switches with DLS 
Shared with 

OLS 
None 

HPC104-CPD132 Switches with PCS Switches with DLS 
Shared with 

OLS 
None 

HP104D-CPD364 Switches with PCS Switches with DLS ○ ○ 

HUSB-CPD434v2 Switches with PCS Switches with DLS 
Shared with 

OLS 
None 

HUSB-CPD434U Switches with PCS Switches with DLS 
Shared with 

PCS, OLS 
None 

HCPCI-CPD734/738 Switches with PCS Switches with DLS 
Shared with 

OLS 
None 

Table 1.4-2 Machine I/F 
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1.4.3 Comparators 

Model no. 
CMP4→STA 

external output 

CMP5→STP 

external output 

CMP5→STP 

internal 

connection 

Comparator 

output 

HPCI-CPD532/534 Optional Optional ○ 
Substituted by 

STA/STP 

HPCI-CPD553r1 
○ ○ ○ Switched with 

OUT4 

HPCI-CPD508 None None None None 

HPCI-CPD574Nr1/578Nr1 ○ ○ ○ ○ 

HPCIe-CPD632 Optional Optional ○ 
Substituted by 

STA/STP 

HPCIe-CPD674Nr1/678Nr1 ○ ○ ○ ○ 

HPCIe-NCB674N ○ ○ ○ ○ 

HPCIe-NCB674N(1) ○ ○ ○ ○ 

HPC-CPD234 Optional Optional ○ 
Substituted by 

STA/STP 

HPC-CPD278 Optional Optional ○ ○ 

HPC104-CPD132 None None ○ None 

HP104D-CPD364 ○ ○ ○ ○ 

HUSB-CPD434v2 ○ ○ ○ ○ 

HUSB-CPD434U ○ ○ ○ ○ 

HCPCI-CPD734 None None ○ None 

HCPCI-CPD738 Optional Optional ○ 
Substituted by 

STA/STP 

Table 1.4-3 Comparators 
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1.4.4 General-purpose DIO and others 

Model no. 

General-

purpose 

DIO 

Manual 

pulsar 
Consumption current Size 

HPCI-CPD532 None ○ +5V 700mA max. Short size 

HPCI-CPD534 None ○ +5V 1,150mA max.  Short size 

HPCI-CPD553r1 

12i/12o 

or 

16i/8o 

○ 

+5V (Max 200mA), +3.3V (Max 1500mA) 

Short size 

HPCI-CPD508 None None +5V 1,700mA max.  Short size 

HPCI-CPD574Nr1 None ○ +5V 300mA max., +3.3V 400mA max. Short size 

HPCI-CPD578Nr1 None ○ +5V 400mA max., +3.3V 500mA max. Short size 

HPCIe-CPD632 None ○ +5V  700mA Max. Short size 

HPCIe-CPD674Nr1 None ○ +12V 350mA max., +3.3V 500mA max.  Half 1x-size 

HPCIe-CPD678Nr1 None ○ +12V 100mA max., +3.3V 600mA max.  Half 1x-size 

HPCIe-NCB674N None ○ +12V 350mA max., +3.3V 500mA max.  Half 1x-size 

HPCIe-NCB674N(1) 16i/16o ○ +12V 350mA max., +3.3V 500mA max.  Half 1x-size 

HPC-CPD234 None ○ +5V 1,100mA max. Half-size 

HPC-CPD278 None ○ +5V 1,300mA max. Half-size 

HPC104-CPD132 None ○ +5V 600mA max. PC/104 size 

HP104D-CPD364 16i/16o ○ +5V 1,100mA max. PC/104-size x2 

HUSB-CPD434v2 None 
○ CB: +24V±10%  550mA max. 

MS: +5V±5%  1,150mA max. 

CB: 161 x 111 x 75 (mm) 

MS: 161 x 111 x 40 (mm) 

HUSB-CPD434U 8i/8o  CB：+24V ±10% 470mA Max. 

MS： +5V ±5% 1,200mA Max. 

CB：161×111×75(mm) 

MS：161×111×40(mm) 

HCPCI-CPD734 None ○ +5V 1,150mA max. 3U size 

HCPCI-CPD738 None ○ +5V 2,000mA max. 6U size 

Table 1.4-4 General-purpose DIO and others 
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1.5  Axis Operation Functions 
One set of 4-axis PCL can operate each axis independently, linearly interpolate a set of 2 to 4 axes, or 
circularly interpolate a set of 2 axes. 
One set of 2-axis PCL can operate each axis independently, linearly interpolate a set of 2 axes, or circularly 
interpolate a set of 2 axes. 

 
“Independent axis operation” 

Positioning (PTP), Continuous Feed (terminated by stop command), Homing, Manual Pulsar Feed (handle 
feed), Timer Operation 

 
In the table below, “simultaneous operation” refers to the following: 

1. Multiple axes move at the same time • • • Example: Y-axis starts moving while X-axis is moving, etc. 
2. Multiple interpolation axes combinations move at the same time 

• • • Example: Z-U pair of axes start linear interpolation during circular interpolation of X-Y pair of axes 
3. Independent axis and interpolation axis move at the same time  

• • • Example: U-axis starts moving independently during linear interpolation of XYZ axes 
 

1.5.1 Combination operations between axes 
One 2-axis PCL is mounted on a board for 2 axes. 

One 4-axis PCL is mounted on a board for 4 axes. 

Two 4-axis PCL are mounted on a board for 8 axes. 

Three 4-axis PCL are mounted on a board for 12 axes. 

Four 4-axis PCL are mounted on a board for 16 axes. 

These PCL are basically independent from one another. 

The combination operations between axes for each number of axes controlled by a board (2, 4, 8, 12, and 16) 

are described below. 

Axes No. Combinations X, Y 
X to U 

X1 to U1 
V to B 

X2 to U2 
X3 to U3 X4 to U4 

2 

1 All independent 
Simultaneous 
operation possible 

 
   

2 Linear interpolation 
Linear 
interpolation 
possible 

- 
- - - 

3 Circular interpolation 
Circular 
interpolation 
possible 

 
   

4 

1 All independent - 
Simultaneous operation 
possible 

   

2 All linear interpolation - 
2 to 4-axis linear interpolation 
possible 

   

3 
Linear interpolation + 
independent 

- 
Simultaneous operation 
possible 

- - - 

4 
Circular interpolation + 
remaining axes 

- 
Simultaneous operation of 
circular interpolation axis and 
remaining axes possible 

   

8 

1 All independent - 
Simultaneous operation 
possible 

Any combination 1 to 
4 is possible 
independently of the 
operations described 
on the left 

  

2 All linear interpolation - 
2 to 4-axis linear interpolation 
possible 

  

3 
Linear interpolation + 
independent 

- 
Simultaneous operation 
possible 

- - 

4 
Circular interpolation + 
remaining axes 

- 
Simultaneous operation of 
circular interpolation axis and 
remaining axes possible 

  

12 

1 All independent - 
Simultaneous operation 
possible 

Any combination 1 to 
4 is possible 
independently of the 
operations described 
on the left 

Any combination 1 to 
4 is possible 
independently of the 
operations described 
on the left 

 

2 All linear interpolation - 
2 to 4-axis linear interpolation 
possible 

 

3 
Linear interpolation + 
independent 

- 
Simultaneous operation 
possible 

- 

4 
Circular interpolation + 
remaining axes 

- 
Simultaneous operation of 
circular interpolation axis and 
remaining axes possible 
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1 All independent - 
Simultaneous operation 
possible 

Any combination 1 to 
4 is possible 
independently of the 
operations described 
on the left 

Any combination 1 to 
4 is possible 
independently of the 
operations described 
on the left 

Any combination 1 
to 4 is possible 
independently of the 
operations 
described on the left 

2 All linear interpolation - 
2 to 4-axis linear interpolation 
possible 

3 
Linear interpolation + 
independent 

- 
Simultaneous operation 
possible 

4 
Circular interpolation + 
remaining axes 

- 
Simultaneous operation of 
circular interpolation axis and 
remaining axes possible 

Table 1.5-1 Combination operations between axes 
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1.6  Example of Connection Configuration 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.6-1 Example of connection configuration 

 

1.7  Bundled Software 
CPD Series products are provided with the following Windows version software as standard. 

 

1 Windows library functions (Level 1) A collection of functions necessary for performing basic operations. 

2 Windows device drivers Includes device drivers for Windows. 

3 Windows driver functions Includes driver functions for creating sophisticated applications. 

4 Windows sample programs A collection of samples on how to use library functions. 

5 “Getting started” A software program to perform minimum board control. It can also 

be used to check connections. 

Table 1.7-1 Bundled software 
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2. Installing the Device Driver 
2.1  PCI and CompuctPCI Products 

PCI products include HPCI-CPD532/534/508/574N/578N/5016/5212M/553 (including “r1” types). 

CompuctPCI products include HCPCI-CPD734/738. 

 

2.1.1 With Windows 7 or later (64bit) 

1. Before connecting CPD to the PC PCI bus slot, turn ON the PC to start Windows. 

2. Start CD drive:\win7_x64\dpinst.exe. 

3. When “dpinst.exe” starts, click [Next] to continue. 

4. After completing the installer, turn OFF the PC and connect CPD to the PC PCI bus slot. 

5. Turn ON the PC to start Windows. 

6. The device installs automatically. When prompted, restart to complete the installation. 

 

2.1.2 With Windows 7 or later (32bit) 

1. Before connecting CPD to the PC PCI bus slot, turn ON the PC to start Windows. 

2. Start CD drive:\win7_x86\dpinst.exe. 

3. When “dpinst.exe” starts, click [Next] to continue. 

The message [Windows can’t verify the publisher of this driver software] may display. In that case, click 

[Install this driver software anyway]. 

4. After completing the installer, turn OFF the PC and connect CPD to the PC PCI bus slot. 

5. Turn ON the PC to start Windows. 

6. The device installs automatically. When prompted, restart to complete the installation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Next 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(Continued to the next page) 
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(Continued from the previous page) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

After completing, shut down the PC to 

connect CPD. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Starting Windows again automatically installs the device driver and prompts for restart. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Restart Windows to complete the installation. 

Figure 2.1-1 Installing on Windows 7 or later 
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2.1.3 With Windows XP 

After checking that the PC is turned OFF, connect CPD to the PC PCI bus slot. 

Turn ON the PC to start Windows. 

When Windows starts, the system detects CPD and automatically displays the screen for installing the 

necessary device driver. 

Insert the accompanying CD into the CD drive. 

Check [Install the software automatically (Recommended)]. 

Select [HPCI-CPDxxx(WinXP)]. xxx varies depending on the board. 

Click [Next] and continue with the installation. 

Follow the directions given by the system to complete the installation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.1-2 Installing on Windows XP 
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2.1.4 With Windows 2000 

1 After checking that the PC is turned OFF, connect CPD to the PC PCI bus slot. 

2 Turn ON the PC to start Windows. 

3 When Windows starts, the system detects CPD and automatically displays the screen for installing the 

necessary device driver. 

4 When requested to specify the installation source directory, insert the accompanying CD into the CD drive. 

5 Make sure to check [Specify a location]. 

6 Specify CD drive:¥WIN2K. 

Follow the directions given by the system to complete the installation. 

 

2.1.5 With Windows NT 4.0 

1 Insert the accompanying CD into the CD drive. 

2 Start NT Explorer and select CD drive:¥WinNT¥xxxxxxx.inf (see below for xxxxxxx). 

HPCI-CPD532/534/508/574N/578N/5016  xxxxxxxx.inf = c530inst.inf 

HPCI-CPD5212M       xxxxxxxx.inf = c52cinst.inf 

HCPCI-CPD734/738      xxxxxxxx.inf = c730inst.inf 

3 Next, right-click. Select [Install] from the pop-up menu that displays. 

4 The device driver starts installing. Follow the directions given by the system to complete the installation. 

 

2.1.6 With Windows 98SE 

1 After checking that the PC is turned OFF, connect CPD to the PC PCI bus slot. 

2 Turn ON the PC to start Windows. 

3 When Windows starts, the system detects CPD and automatically displays the screen for installing the 

necessary device driver. 

4 When requested to specify the installation source directory, insert the accompanying CD into the CD drive. 

Make sure to check [Specify a location]. 

5 Specify CD drive:¥Win9x. 

6 Follow the directions given by the system to complete the installation. 

 

2.1.7 Uninstalling from Windows 7 or later 

Select [Start] → [Control Panel] → [Uninstall a program] 

→ right-click [Windows Driver Package Hivertec HPCI-CPD5xx] to uninstall. 

 

2.1.8 Uninstalling from Windows XP 

1. Insert the accompanying CD into the CD drive. 

2. Start Explorer to run CD drive:\xxxxxuin.exe (see below for xxxxx). 

HPCI-CPD532/534/553/508/574N/578N/5016 xxxxx = cp530 

HPCI-CPD5212M   xxxxx = cp52c 

HCPCI-CPD734/738   xxxxx = cp730 
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2.2  PCI Express Products (HPCIe-CPD674N/678N) 
These products only support Windows 7 OS. 

 

2.2.1 With Windows 7 or later (64bit) 

1. Before connecting CPD to the PC PCI bus slot, turn ON the PC to start Windows. 

2. Start CD drive:\win7_x64\dpinst.exe. 

3. When “dpinst.exe” starts, click [Next] to continue. 

4. After completing the installer, turn OFF the PC and connect CPD to the PC PCI bus slot. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

After completing, shut down 

the PC to connect CPD. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   Displays “Hivertec HPCI-CPD5xx(x64)” but is not a problem. 

 

5. Turn ON the PC to start Windows. 

6. The device installs automatically. When prompted, restart to complete the installation. 
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2.2.2 With Windows 7 or later (32bit) 

1. Before connecting CPD to the PC PCI bus slot, turn ON the PC to start Windows. 

2. Start CD drive:\win7_x86\dpinst.exe. 

3. When “dpinst.exe” starts, click [Next] to continue. 

The message [Windows can’t verify the publisher of this driver software] may display. In that case, click 

[Install this driver software anyway]. 

4. After completing the installer, turn OFF the PC and connect CPD to the PC PCI bus slot. 

5. Turn ON the PC to start Windows. 

6. The device installs automatically. When prompted, restart to complete the installation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Next 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(Continued to the next page) 
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(Continued from the previous page) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

After completing, shut down the PC to 

connect CPD. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   Displays “Hivertec HPCI-CPD5xx(x86)” but is not a problem. 

 

Starting Windows again automatically installs the device driver and prompts for restart. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Restart Windows to complete the installation. 

Figure 2.2-1 Installing on Windows 7 or later 

 

2.2.3 Uninstalling from Windows 7 or later 

Select [Start] → [Control Panel] → [Uninstall a program] 

→ right-click [Windows Driver Package Hivertec HPCI-CPD5xx] to uninstall. 

 

 

2.3  PCI Express Products (HPCIe-NCB674N and NCB674N(1)) 
For the installation method of these products, see “HPCIe-NCB674N(1) User’s Manual <Software>”. 

HPCIe-CPD674N(x86) or "HPCIe-CPD674N(x64)" will be displayed for driver name but is not a problem. 
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2.4 ISA and PC/104 Products 
ISA products include HPC-CPD234/278. 

PC/104 products include HPC104-CPD132 and HP104D-CPD364. 

 

The "xxx" portion in the explanations respectively represent the following: 

HPC-CPD234/278  xxx = 230 

HPC104-CPD132  xxx = 130 

HP104D-CPD364  xxx = 360 

 

2.4.1 With Windows XP and 2000 

1. Insert the accompanying FD into the FD drive. 

2. Start Explorer. 

If your OS is Windows 2000, select FD drive:¥Win2K¥cpxxxw2k.inf. 

If your OS is Windows XP, select FD drive:¥WinXP¥cpxxxwxp.inf. 

3. Next, right-click. Select [Install] from the pop-up menu that displays. 

4. The device driver starts installing. Follow the directions given by the system to complete the installation. 

 

2.4.2 With Windows NT 4.0 

1. Insert the accompanying CD into the CD drive. 

2. Start NT Explorer to select CD drive:¥WinNT¥cpxxxwnt.inf. 

3. Next, right-click. Select [Install] from the pop-up menu that displays. 

4. The device driver starts installing. Follow the directions given by the system to complete the installation. 

 

2.4.3 With Windows 98 SE 

1. Insert the accompanying CD into the CD drive. 

2. Start Explorer to run CD drive:¥Win9x¥cpxxxw9x.bat. 

 

2.4.4 Uninstallation 

Insert the accompanying CD into the CD drive. 

Start Explorer (NT Explorer for Windows NT 4.0) to run CD drive:¥hpcunins.exe. 
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2.5 USB Products 
USB products include the HUSB-CPD434v2, HUSB-CPD434U, HETN-CPD834T, and HWIF-CPD834W. 

Please note that the support range of OS varies depending on the product. 

（Only HUSB-CPD 434v2 is compatible with Windows XP, 2000, 98 SE） 

For HETN-CPD834T and HWIF-CPD834W, Ethernet or WiFi interface is installed in addition to the USB 

interface. For those, please refer to "Ethernet / WiFi products" in the next section. 

 

2.5.1 With Windows 10 (64bit) 

1. Before connecting CPD to the PC USB port, turn ON the PC to start Windows. 

2. Insert the attached disk in the drive and start CD drive “¥ x64 ¥ dpinst.exe”. 

（In case CD Version 7 （for HUSB-CPD434U/HETN-CPD834T/HWIF-CPD834W）, start 

“\Usb¥win10\x64\dpinst.exe”） 

3. When "dpinst.exe" starts, click [Next] to continue. 

4. After completing the installer and with CPD turned OFF, connect the USB connector to the PC USB 

connector. 

5. Turn ON the power of CPD. 

The device installs automatically. 

 

2.5.2 With Windows 10 (32bit) 

1. Before connecting CPD to the PC USB port, turn ON the PC to start Windows. 

2. Insert the attached disk in the drive and start CD drive “¥ x64 ¥ dpinst.exe”. 

（In case CD Version 7 （for HUSB-CPD434U/HETN-CPD834T/HWIF-CPD834W）, start 

“\Usb¥win10\x86\dpinst.exe”） 

3. When "dpinst.exe" starts, click [Next] to continue. 

4. After completing the installer and with CPD turned OFF, connect the USB connector to the PC USB 

connector. 

5. Turn ON the power of CPD. 

The device installs automatically. 

 

2.5.3 With Windows 7 or later (64bit) 

1. Before connecting CPD to the PC USB port, turn ON the PC to start Windows. 

2. Insert the attached disk in the drive and start CD drive “¥ x64 ¥ dpinst.exe”. 

（In case CD Version 7 （for HUSB-CPD434U/HETN-CPD834T/HWIF-CPD834W）, start 

“\Usb\x86\dpinst.exe”） 

3. When "dpinst.exe" starts, click [Next] to continue. 

4. After completing the installer and with CPD turned OFF, connect the USB connector to the PC USB 

connector. 

5. Turn ON the power of CPD. 

The device installs automatically. 

 

※ Depending on the update status of Windows 7, the driver's digital signature may not be recognized and 
the driver installation may not be possible. In this case, please execute "dpinst.exe" in the CD drive 
"¥x64_S1" folder. Since the driver here is digitally signed with the "Sha 1" code type, Windows 7 (x 64) 
which does not correspond to "Sha 256" can recognize the driver signature and installation will be 
possible. 
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2.5.4 With Windows 7 or later (32bit) 

1. Before connecting CPD to the PC USB port, turn ON the PC to start Windows. 

2. Insert the attached disk in the drive and start CD drive “:¥x86¥dpinst.exe”. 

（In case CD Version 7 （for HUSB-CPD434U/HETN-CPD834T/HWIF-CPD834W）, start 

“\Usb\x86\dpinst.exe”） 

3. When "dpinst.exe" starts, click [Next] to continue. 

The message [Windows can't verify the publisher of this driver software] may display. In that case, click 

[Install this driver software anyway]. 

4. Security screen may be displayed several times during installation. In this case, please click "Install" to 

proceed. 

5. After completing the installer and with CPD turned OFF, connect the USB connector to the PC USB 

connector. 

6. Turn ON the power of CPD. 

The device installs automatically. 

 

2.5.5 With Windows XP  

※ Only for HUSB-CPD434v2 

1. After confirming that Windows is running and with CPD turned OFF, connect the USB connector to the 

PC USB connector. 

2. Thereafter, turn ON the power of CPD. 

3. The system detects CPD and automatically displays the screen for installing the necessary device 

driver. 

4. Insert the accompanying CD into the CD drive. 

5. Check [Install the software automatically (Recommended)]. Select HUSB-CPD430v2(WinXP). 

Follow the directions given by the system to complete the installation. 

 

2.5.6 With Windows 2000 

※ Only for HUSB-CPD434v2 

1. After confirming that Windows is running and with CPD turned OFF, connect the USB connector to the 

PC USB connector. 

2. Thereafter, turn ON the power of CPD. 

3. The system detects CPD and automatically displays the screen for installing the necessary device 

driver. 

4. When requested to specify the installation source directory, insert the accompanying CD into the CD 

drive. 

5. Make sure to check [Specify a location]. 

6. Insert the accompanying CD into the CD drive. Specify CD drive:¥WIN2K. 

Follow the directions given by the system to complete the installation. 

 

2.5.7 With Windows 98SE 

※ Only for HUSB-CPD434v2 

1. After confirming that Windows is running and with CPD turned OFF, connect the USB connector to the 

PC USB connector. 

2. Thereafter, turn ON the power of CPD. 

3. The system detects CPD and automatically displays the screen for installing the necessary device driver. 

(Only the first time) 

4. When requested to specify the installation source directory, insert the accompanying CD into the CD 

drive. 

5. Make sure to check [Specify a location]. 

6. Specify CD drive:¥WIN98. 

Follow the directions given by the system to complete the installation. 
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2.5.8 Uninstallation with Windows 7 or later 

[Uninstalling the device driver with CD version 7.0.0.0(device driver version 6.0.0.0)] 

1. Disconnect the device and turn OFF its power. 

2. Start Control Panel from the Windows start menu 

3. Select [Add or remove programs]. 

4. Uninstall from [Uninstall or change a program].（Delete all three driver packages.） 

 

 

Figure 2.5-1 Uninstalling Screen 

 

[Uninstalling the device driver with CD version 5.0.0.0(device driver version 3.0.0.0)]¥ 

1. Disconnect the device and turn OFF its power. 

2. Start Control Panel from the Windows start menu 

3. Select [Add or remove programs]. 

4. Uninstall from [Uninstall or change a program].（Delete all two driver packages.） 

 

 

Figure 2..5-2 Windows Vista or later Uninstalling Screen 

 

[Uninstalling the device driver with CD version 4.0.0.0(device driver version 2.0.0.0)]¥ 

Uninstall in the same way as from Windows XP and the like. (Described below) 
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2.5.9 Uninstallation with Windows XP / 2000 / 98SE 

1. Disconnect the device and turn OFF its power. 

2. Insert the accompanying CD into the CD drive. 

3. Start Explorer to run CD drive:¥cp430uin.exe. 

4. Restart Windows. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Caution 
 

When uninstalling the device driver, make sure the device is disconnected and the power of CPD 

is turned OFF. 

Uninstalling without turning OFF the power may require the OS to be reinstalled. 
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3. Getting Started 
“Getting started” is a software program that allows you to confirm minimum operation of a board on the 

screen just by connecting it to a PC. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Warning 
 

"Getting started" is for confirming whether a board is properly set and connected, or whether the 

operating environmental conditions are properly set, and for understanding the functions and 

operations of the board. 

Do not use "Getting started" for ordinary operations because, due to its purpose above, it does 

not include safety measures unique to each machine or system. 

 

When connecting motors and equipment or devices and operating, make sure to set parameters 

considering the features of the connected equipment or devices. 

Especially during trial operation, make sure to start with sufficiently safe parameter values and 

change gradually to the required value. 

When using sample programs provided with the products to operate devices, always start at low 

speed and be sure that settings match the mechanical system before attempting operation. 

Operating with settings that do not match the mechanical system may result in unexpected 

operation. 

Caution 
 

Confirm the following once each axis is connected to the motor and operable: 

◼ Operation of the ±ELS signal (Operate only the sensor without operating the motor). 

◼ The signal input status when the servo alarm signal is connected. 

◼ The input status of the homing signal (OLS and Phase-Z). 

◼ The input status of the in-position signal (positioning complete: INPOS) 

Proper operation is not guaranteed unless the above signals are input correctly. 

 

If the motor does not operate properly even after it receives the command pulse output, check the 

following: 

◼ Whether the command pulse output match the "servo driver" input. 

◼ Whether the "servo driver" input signal includes reasons for stopping the motor. 
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3.1  HPCI-CPD532/534/508/574N/578N/553, HCPCI-CPD734/738, HPCIe-CPD674N/678N 
Run the program in the accompanying software disk as follows. 

For HPCI-CPD532/534/508/574N/578N/553 (including “r1” types) and HPCIe-CPD674N/678N (including “r1” 

types): \test\Release\tpc53000.exe 

For HCPCI-CPD734/738: \test\Release\tpc73000.exe 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.1.1 Operation confirmation screen 

Running “Getting started” displays the screen below. When there are two or more boards, the board with the 

lowest device number is the target of the program. To control another board, select from the configuration 

screen. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.1-1 Operation confirmation screen of HPCI-CPD532/534/508/574Nr1/578Nr1, HCPCI-CPD734/738, and 

HPCIe-CPD674Nr1/678Nr1 

Caution 
 

⚫ When using two or more CPD boards, be careful not to assign duplicated board IDs. 

If board IDs are duplicated, boards cannot be selected by using the board ID. 

⚫ For safety reasons, the "Getting started" screen does not transit while axes are in operation. 

⚫ If any of the error messages below displays, the program will not run. 

[Error messages and possible reasons] 

 

* DLL is not installed. 

 

 

 

* CPD is not connected, or not recognized by the system. 

* The device driver is not installed. 

 

 

 

* Check the device driver version. 

* There may be an inconsistency and the like in the system. Contact Hivertec 

Support desk. 
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Figure 3.1-2 Operation confirmation screen of HPCI-CPD553r1 

 

(1)  Device information display 

The device information of the selected board is displayed in the area shown below: 

[Mgt num] is “-1” for Windows 98. 

[BoardID] is the value set in the switch on 

the board. 

(2) Axis status display and commands 

All axes controlled by a board are controlled in the same way. The process for initializing each axis is partly 

fixed in the source program. 

Therefore, to initialize under different conditions, the source program must be modified. 

(a) Changing the operating conditions of an axis and axis statuses 

Sets the counter to “0”. 

Switches the input 

polarities. 

Toggles SVON ON/OFF.              Input statuses 

Toggles SVRST ON/OFF.              SVALM, ±ELS 

SVON/SVRST output status  Red: ON, White: OFF 

Green: ON, White: OFF Others 

Green: ON, White: 

OFF 

(b) Displaying the current position and operating speed of an axis 

The current position and the operating speed of each axis are updated every 0.1 second 

approximately. 

Either “Command position (command output pulse)” or “Machine position (encoder feedback)” can 

be selected for displaying the current position of the axis. 

The position is displayed in pulses and the speed is displayed in PPS. 

Command position        ← Switch →         Machine position 

 

 

 

(c) Displaying the cause of stoppage 

Error status: Displayed when an error occurred during 

operation. 

Event status: Displays “00001h” when stoppage is not 

caused by an error. 
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(d) Start/Stop operation commands for an axis 

Each axis supports the following operations: Positioning operation (both at constant speed or with 

acceleration/deceleration), Feed operation (both at constant speed or with acceleration/deceleration, 

and in both + direction or – direction), Homing operation (both at constant speed or with 

acceleration/deceleration), and Stop operation. Whether Positioning operation and Feed operation 

will be performed at constant speed or with acceleration/deceleration is switched from the 

configuration screen. 

 

[When set to constant-speed operation] 

Performs constant-speed positioning in the positive direction at base speed 

(travel distance is set on the configuration screen). 

Performs constant-speed positioning in the negative direction at base speed 

(travel distance is set on the configuration screen). 

Performs constant-speed operation in the positive direction at base speed. 

Performs constant-speed operation in the negative direction at base speed. 

Performs constant-speed homing operation in the negative direction at base 

speed. When OLS turns ON, operation is immediately stopped, homing 

completed, and a servo error counter clear command issued. 

Performs acceleration/deceleration homing operation in the negative direction at 

operation speed. When OLS turns ON, operation is decelerated and immediately 

stopped at the first encoder phase-Z input, completing the homing operation and 

issuing a servo error counter clear command. 

Performs deceleration stop when operating at operation speed. Performs 

quick-stop when operating at base speed. 

 

[When set to acceleration/deceleration operation] 

Performs acceleration/deceleration positioning in the positive direction at 

operation speed (travel distance is set on the configuration screen). 

Performs acceleration/deceleration positioning in the negative direction at 

operation speed (travel distance is set on the configuration screen). 

Performs acceleration/deceleration operation in the positive direction at operation 

speed. 

Performs acceleration/deceleration operation in the negative direction at 

operation speed. 

Performs constant-speed homing operation in the negative direction at base 

speed. When OLS turns ON, operation is immediately stopped, homing 

completed, and a servo error counter clear command issued. 

Performs acceleration/deceleration homing operation in the negative direction at 

operation speed. When OLS turns ON, operation is decelerated and immediately 

stopped at the first encoder phase-Z input, completing the homing operation and 

issuing a servo error counter clear command. 

Performs deceleration stop when operating at operation speed. Performs 

quick-stop when operating at base speed. 

 

With “Getting started”, the acceleration/deceleration is linear. 

The positioning operation stops under one of following conditions: 

⚫ When the set travel distance pulse is consumed and INPOS input turns ON. 

⚫ When ELS (and INPOS) or SVALM input in the operating direction turns ON. 

⚫ When the Stop button is clicked. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Caution 
⚫ DLS is enabled by default. When not using, set it to "normal open" to shut incoming signals. 

⚫ INPOS is enabled by default. When not using, set it to "normal close" to allow constant incoming 

signals. 

⚫ Since OLS is detected only at the transition edge from OFF to ON, OLS will not be detected if it is 

ON from the beginning of the operation. In such a case, first perform continuous feed operation 

until OLS turns OFF, and then perform the homing operation. 
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(3) General Purpose Input/output 

In HPCI-CPD553r1, general purpose input/output can be configured． 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Displayed input port states． 

Green：ON, White：OFF 

 

Input/output points can be changed by click this． 

Initial setting is 16IN/8OUT 

If changed, it become 12IN/12OUT as described below． 

Displayed output port states． 

Green：ON, White：OFF 

This can be switched ON/OFF by 

clicking． 
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3.1.2 Configuration screen 

Selecting the “setting” tab after stopping all axes on the operation confirmation screen displays the following screen: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.1-2 Configuration screen of HPCI-CPD532/534/508/574Nr1/578Nr1/553r1, HCPCI-CPD734/738, and 

HPCIe-CPD674Nr1 

 

(1) Board selection and device information 

When two or more boards are connected, specify the board for “Getting started” by “BoardID” or “Dev Num”. 

A board is initialized each time the specified board is changed. 

Select by board ID 

Select by device number 

 

(2) Configurable axis operation conditions 

All operational axes can be individually configured to meet their own operational conditions. 

Switches between constant-speed and 

acceleration/deceleration operation. 

By default, it is set to constant-speed operation. 

Switches the command pulse output type between the 

CW/CCW Pulse method and the Pulse/Direction method. 

By default, it is set to the CW/CCW Pulse method. 

 

Sets the travel distance.  (1500) 

Sets the base speed.  (200) 

Sets the operation speed.  (2000) 

Sets the acceleration/deceleration time.  (500) 

 Values shown within () are default values. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Caution 
 

⚫ The travel distance can be set in the range of -9999999 to +9999999 pulses. 

⚫ The base speed and operation speed can be set in the range of 1 to 65535pps. There are some 

invalid combinations depending on the set values. There are also some invalid values for 

acceleration/deceleration time depending on the combination of operation speed, base speed, and 

itself. 

[Error messages and possible reasons] 

Inputting an invalid value displays an error message window when  

returning to the operation confirmation screen. 

Review the settings. 
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3.2 HPCIe-NCB674N and HPCIe-NCB674N(1) 
For the “Getting started” of these products, see “HPCIe-NCB674N(1) User’s Manual <Software>”. 
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3.3 HUSB-CPD434v2，HUSB-CPD434U 

This may be updated resently. The discription of this section is for older version. 

 

The “Let’s try to move” program software allows you to check minimal operations on the display by 

simply connecting  

Board to computer. Execute the A:\test\Release\tpc43000.exe file on the provided floppy disk. (In this 

case, the  

floppy disk drive is drive A.) 

 

< Caution > 
When two or more CPD Boards are being used, set a unique Board ID on each Board. If the same Board 

ID is set  

on more than one Board, the first Board found with that Board ID will operate. 

For safety reasons, the display will not change with this application while the axis is operating. 

The program will not run if one of the following error messages is displayed when you execute the 

program. 

[Error Messages] 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.3.1 4.8.1.  ”Let’s try to move” Operation Window 
    The following window will be shown when the “Let’s try to move” program is executed. When the program 
starts, it will  

    operate with the first Board that is found. To operate the “Let’s try to move” program with a different Board, 
select the  

    Setting Window by clicking the “X-U Setting” tab at the top of the Window. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

* DLL is not installed.  

  Retry to install it. 

* CPD430 board is not installed, or 

 the system does not recognize it. 

* Device driver is not installed. 

* Mismatch between the device and system is suspected.  
Contact  Hyvertec’s Customer Support Department.. 
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   (1) Device Information Display 

    The information of the device being selected is displayed as shown below: 

 

 

 

 

      Note: 1. Board ID:   The setup value on the board ID rotary switch 

    2. Other values:   The values displayed above are normal for actual operations.  

 

  (2) Display of Each Axis and Operation Commands 

    Operation on the board for each axis is identical. In addition, the axis initialization program is uniformly fixed 

in the   

    source program. Consequenly, if the initialization conditions must be changed somehow, a change to the 

source  

    program is needed. 

     

    1. Change of operation conditions  of an axis and its status 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    2. Display of the current position of axes andd operation speed 

        The information on the current position and operation speed of each axis is updated once every 1/10 of a 

second.  

        For display of the current position, either [command output pulse] or [encoder feedback] may be 

selected.  

        The current position is indicated by the [number of pulses] and the speed [PPS]. 

         [ Command pulse]                                   [Encoder feedback] 

 

 

 

 

    3. Operation start and stop commands to axes 

    Operations performed on each axis are as follows: 

      Constant speed / High-speed positioning 

Set up  

 the polarity of 

Counter = 0 

Servo On 

SVRESET  On 
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       +Constant speed / High-speed  operation 

         Origin returning [OLS] operation (Constant speed operation. Returns to origin at an OLS signal) 

       Origin returning [OSL+Z] operation (High-speed operation.  Returns to origin at an OLS 

signal plus 

          a first Z-phase inuput)Stop 

 

    Positioning operation and switching between Hi / Lo speeds of continuous operation are set on the control 

screen. 

 See Section 4.8.2. (2) Changeable Axis Operation Conditions for details. 

Setting a [Constant speed operation] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Positioning in “+” direction at base speed. (Set positioning amount in Settings 

Window.) 

2. Positioning in “–“ direction at base speed. (Set positioning amount in Settings 

Window.) 

3. Constant-speed operation in “+” direction at base speed. 

4. Constant-speed operation in “–“ direction at base speed. 

5. Origin returning operation in “–“ direction at base speed. When the OLS 

signal goes    ON, operation stops immediately and the origin returning 

operation is completed.  

6. High-speed origin returning operation in “–“ direction at operation speed. 

When the OLS signal goes ON, operation decelerates to base speed. When the 

first Z-phase input is received, operation stops immediately and the origin 
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［Setting High-speed Operation］ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note 1.  Acceleration/deceleration operations use linear acceleration/deceleration. 

Note 2. The DLS signal is enabled. If this signal is not being used, set it as an N.O. condition and set it so that 

it  

       is not input. 

Note 3. The INPOS signal is enabled. If this signal is not being used, set it as an N.C. condition and set it so  

       that it is not normally input. 

Note 4. The OLS signal detection is rising-edge detection, so the OLS signal will not be detected if the signal is  

       already ON when operation starts. In this case, perform continuous feed operation until the OLS signal  

       goes OFF and then execute the origin returning operation. 

Note 5. During operation, if EA/EB error or PA/PB error occur, the“POSIT”Button, the“CONTINS”Button, and  

       the“ORG”Button is enabled. 

 

3.3.2 4.8.2.  “Let’s-Try-to-Move” Settings Window 
     The following settings window will be displayed when all axes were stopped in the Let’s try to move  
     Operation Confirmation Window and the “X-U Setting” tab was clicked at the top of that Window. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. High-speed positioning in “+” direction at operation speed.  

(Set positioning amount in Settings Window.) 

2. High-speed positioning in “–“ direction at operation speed.  

(Set positioning amount in Settings Window.) 

3. High-speed operation in “+” direction at operation speed. 

4. High-speed operation in “–“ direction at operation speed. 

5. Origin returning operation in “–“ direction at base speed. When the OLS 

signal goes ON, operation stops immediately and the origin returning 

operation is completed. 

6. High-speed origin returning operation in “–“ direction at operation speed. 

When the OLS signal goes ON, operation decelerates to base speed. 

When the first Z-phase input is received, operation stops immediately and 

the origin returning operation is completed. 

7. When operating at operation speed, operation is decelerated to a stop. 
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  (1)Board Selection and Device Information 

When two or more Boards have been installed in the computer, the Board used for the Let ’s try to move can be 

specified by selecting its device number or Board ID, as shown below. 

 

 

 

 

   (2) Changeable Axis Operating Conditions 

   The operating conditions can be set individually for each axis that can operate. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note 1. The setting range for the travel distance is –999,999 to +9,999,999 pulses. 

Note 2. The setting ranges for both the base speed and operation speed are 1 to 65,535 pps, although the full  

       setting range may not be usable depending on the combination of settings being used. For the same  

       it may not be possible to use the full setting range of the acceleration/deceleration time depending on 

the settings made for the operation speed and base speed. 

Note 3. If the operation speed is set below the base speed, the motor will accelerate when the speed drops to  

400 pps even if it is supposed to decelerate because the Stop command is input, the DLS is ON, or the  

       OLS signal is ON.  

Note 4. Error Message  

 

[Display of Error Message] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

The window shown on the left will be displayed if an invalid 
setting has been input. Click OK and enter a valid setting. 

 

1.  Switches between constant-speed and high-speed operation. 

The default setting is  
    constant-speed. 

2.   The command pulse output format can be switched between 

discrete and shared pulse methods. The default setting is the 

discrete pulse method. 
 

1. Sets the travel distance. (1,500) 

2. Sets the base speed. (200) 

3. Sets the operation speed. (2,000) 

4. Sets the acceleration/deceleration time. 

Select Board ID 
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4. Trial Operation 
This chapter describes the general procedure for the trial operation since actual trial operation varies 

depending on the mechanism. 

 

4.1  Procedure 
Set the motor to run alone. 

Disconnect the load of the motor shaft and machine if possible. 

 

 

 

 

 

(1) First, turn ON the power of the PC and start “Getting started”. 

(2) Turn on the power supply of the motor driver involved. 

Confirm that no torque is applied to the motor shaft at this point. (If there is a gearhead, check on the 

shaft side) 

(3) From “Getting started”, confirm the direction of +ELS and –ELS, and their input polarity. 

(4) From “Getting started”, confirm the inputs to OLS and DLS, etc.. 

(5) Turn the Servo ON. Confirm that the servo is controlled and torque is applied. 

Confirm that SVALM (Servo alarm) does not turn ON, that INPOS (in-position signal) turns ON, etc. 

(6) Confirm the rotation direction and rotation amount (travel distance) under sufficiently safe speed. 

(7) Connect the load of the motor shaft and machine. 

(8) Confirm the moving direction and travel distance of the work on the connected machine under sufficiently 

safe speed. 

(9) Confirm that the motor stops on ±ELS at sufficiently safe speed. 

 

4.2  Boardchecker (Type: HCHK-CPDv1) 

The Boardchecker is a useful tool to isolate causes when the devices that will be controlled are not yet 

operational, or when a problem occurred. 
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4.2.1 Overview 

In the Boardchecker, the input/output signals of the servo interface and the machine interface for 4 servo 

axes are substituted by LEDs or switches. 

It also has command pulse counter and output encoder feedback functions. 

By using these functions, it helps you to check the input/output to/from the board, and perform failure analysis 

or software debug. 

Basically, use it by connecting to the connector board (ACB board), sold separately as an option to the 

motion control board. 
 

Bus Model no. Axes Remarks 

 HPCI-CPD532 2  

 HPCI-CPD553r1 3 However, the general-purpose input/output portion 

is not supported. 

 HPCI-CPD534 4  

PCI HPCI-CPD574Nr1 4  

 HPCI-CPD578Nr1 8  

 HPCI-CPD5212M 12  

PCI Express 

HPCIe-CPD674Nr1 4  

HPCIe-CPD678Nr1 8  

HPCIe-NCB674N 4  

HPCIe-NCB674N(1) 4 However, the general-purpose input/output portion 

is not supported. 

ISA HPC-CPD234 4  

 HPC-CPD278 8  

PC/104 HP104D-CPD364 4  

USB HUSB-CPD434v2 4  

HUSB-CPD434U 4  

CompuctPCI HCPCI-CPD734 4  

 HCPCI-CPD738 8  

Table 4.2-1 Products supported by Boardchecker 

4.2.2 Option at purchase 

Specify the target board at the time of purchase. 

 

4.2.3 Basic specification 
Item Specification Remarks 

Command 
pulse 

count 

Input axis number: 4 inputs 

Pulse input type: CW/CCW, Pulse/Direction positive, 

Phase-difference signal 

Count is displayed 
only for one axis 

(to display others, 

switch CH) 

Encoder 
output 

Specified output pulse number 

Output frequency: 6.25MHz/1.56MHz/781KHz/195KHz 

Command pulse loopback 

 

Servo I/F Input: SVON, SVRST, SVCTRCL 

Output: Phase-Z, INPOS, SVALM, SVRDY 

Input: LED indicator 

Output: Switch 

Machine I/F Input: CMP (for both 24V/5V) 

Output: ±ELS, OLS, DLS 

 

Power 
supply 

AC100 to 240V 50/60Hz  

Table 4.2-2 Basic specification of Boardchecker 
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4.2.4 Connection configuration 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Connector board Cable Target board 

ACB-MU0502 HCL-015W HPCI-CPD532 
HPCIe-CPD632 

ACB-MU1004 HCL-018W HPCI-CPD534 

HPC-CPD234 

HUSB-CPD434v2MS 

HUSB-CPD434UMS 

HUSB-CPD734 

HCPCI-CPD734 

HCPCI-CPD738 

ACB-MU1003 HCL-018W HPCI-CPD553 
ACB-HU1004 HCL-051W HPCI-CPD574N 

HPCI-CPD578N 

HPCIe-CPD674N 

HPCIe-CPD678N 

HPCIe-NCB674N 

HPCIe-NCB674N(1) 

HPC-CPD278 

ACB-CPD5206 HCL-051W HPCI-CPD5212M 
ACB-SU1004 HCL-018W HP104D-CPD364MR 

  HUSB-CPD434v2CB 

HUSB-CPD434UCB 

ターゲットボード

1 423

0123456

7

1 423

0123456

7

ACBボード

スイッチボード

Boardchecker 

Connector board 

ACB 

Target board 
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Board name Servo side Sensor side CMP output ACB 

HPCI-CPD532 
HPCIe-CPD632 

26Pin 10Pin None ACB-MU0502 

HPC-CPD234 
HPCI-CPD534 

HCPCI-CPD734 

HCPCI-CPD738 

HUSB–CPD434MSv2  

HUSB-CPD434UMS 

26Pin 10Pin  ACB-MU1004 

HUSB–CPD434CBv2  

HUSB-CPD434UCB 

26Pin 10Pin 16Pin  

HPCI-CPD553 26Pin 10Pin  ACB-MU1003 

HPCI-CPD574N 

HPCI-CPD578N 

HPCIe-CPD674N 

HPCIe-CPD678N 

HPCIe-NCB674N 

HPCIe-NCB674N(1) 

HPC-CPD278 

  16Pin ACB-HU1004 

HPCI-CPD5212M   None ACB-CPD5206 

HP104D-CPD364 20Pin 16Pin 16Pin ACB-SU1004 

Table 4.2-3 Cables between Boardchecker and ABC board 
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4.2.5 Interface diagram (for 1 axis)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.2.6 Dimensions 

100×340×78mm 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

指令ﾊﾟﾙｽ　CW

A相

指令ﾊﾟﾙｽ　CCW

Z相

B相

偏差ｶｳﾝﾀｸﾘｱ

ｻｰﾎﾞｱﾗｰﾑ

INPOS
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ー
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ス

＋ELS

ーELS

OLS

DLS

一致（CMP）

予備３（＋ELS）

予備２（SVGAIN）

予備1（SVBRK）

予備４（－ELS）

サーボﾚﾃﾞｨ

予備1（ｻ-ﾎﾞ TL）

セ
ン
サ
ー
イ
ン
タ
ー
フ
ェ
ー
ス

Vcc
ｻ-ﾎﾞ ON

ｻ-ﾎﾞ ﾘｾｯﾄ
Vcc

Vcc

Vcc

Vcc

Vcc

予備２（SVBRK）

予備1（SVSA）

Vcc

カウンター
32Bit

パルスジェネレータ
32Bit

加算

減算

90°
位相差

パルス出力

F12

BA CDE
65

789

034

パルス数切り替え
10，100，100，連続

Vcc

8. 8. 8.- 符号付10桁
（10進表示）

Vcc

0.2Sec点灯

0.2Sec点灯

S
e
rv

o
 I

n
te

rf
a
c
e

 
M

a
c
h

in
e
 I

n
te

rf
a
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e

 

340.0mm 

1
0

0
.

0 m

 

100100

330
33
0

X
6
X

X
6
X

X
6
X

X
6
X

1 42 3

0 1

2

3

45

6

7 0 1

2

345

6

7

1 42 3

0 1

2

345

6

7

R
M

SVON SVGCMPCTRCL RST SVTL

ALM INP RDY +ELS -ELS OLSZ SVSABRK

SVON SVGCMPCTRCL RST SVTL

ALM INP RDY +ELS -ELS OLSZ SVSABRK

SVON SVGCMPCTRCL RST SVTL

ALM INP RDY +ELS -ELS OLSZ SVSABRK

SVON SVGCMPCTRCL RST SVTL

ALM INP RDY +ELS -ELS OLSZ SVSABRK

表示切替

ENC_種 P入力種

ENC_周波数
ENC_ON

表示クリア 折返し

折返し

折返し

折返し逆転 E_パルス数

X

CH4(U)

CH3(Z)

CH2(Y)

CH1(X)

Z

Y

U

正転 表示，
エンコーダ

切替

１：6.25MHｚ
２：    1MHｚ
３： 100KHｚ
４：  10KHｚ

０：連続
１：1000ﾊﾟﾙｽ
２： 100ﾊﾟﾙｽ
３：  50ﾊﾟﾙｽ
４：  10ﾊﾟﾙｽ
５：   5ﾊﾟﾙｽ
６：   1ﾊﾟﾙｽ
７：手パ

０：A　 /　B
１：CW /CCW
２：PLS/DIR
３：
４：!A　 /　!B
５：!CW /!CCW
６：!PLS/!DIR
７：

０：CW /CCW
１：A　 /　B
２：PLS/DIR
３：
４：!CW /!CCW
５：!A　 /　!B!
６：!PLS/!DIR
７：

(R+EL) (R-EL)

(R+EL) (R-EL)

(R+EL) (R-EL)

(R+EL) (R-EL)

Addition 

Pulse number switch 

10, 100, 100, 
Continuous 

Pulse input 

Counter 

Pulse generator 

Turns on for 0.2s 

Signed 10-digit 
counter 

(Decimal display) 

Subtraction 

90º phase 
difference 

Command pulse CW 

Command pulse CCW 

Phase-A 

Phase-B 

Phase-Z 

Servo ON 

Servo reset 

Servo error counter 
clear 

Servo alarm 

Servo ready 

Reserved 1 (Servo TL) 

Reserved 2 (SVGAIN) 

Reserved 3 (+ELS) 

Reserved 4 (-ELS) 

Reserved 2 (SVBRK) 

Reserved 1 (SVSA) 

Reserved 1 (SVBRK) 

Match (CMP) Match 
(CMP) 

Turns on for 0.2s 
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4.2.7 Connector signal list (HCHK-CPDv1 side) 

 

Servo I/F connector 

 

 

 Comparator connector 

 

 Machine I/F connector 

 

 

 U Z Y X 

 

(1) Servo I/F connector 

■ 26Pin  XG4A-2631: OMRON (Cable side: XG2630-T) 

Pin Signal name I/O Pin Signal name I/O 

1 EXTPOW (24V)  2 EXTPOW (24V)  

3 SVALM (servo alarm) O 4 INPOS (positioning complete) O 

5 SVON (servo ON) I 6 SVRST (servo reset) I 

7 SVCTRCL (servo error counter 
clear) 

I 8 CTRCLGND (24GND)  

9 EXTGND (24GND)  10 EXTGND (24GND)  

11 GND  12 GND  

13 AP (encoder phase-A +) O 14 AN (encoder phase-A -) O 

15 BP (encoder phase-B +) O 16 BN (encoder phase-B -) O 

17 ZP (encoder phase-Z +) O 18 ZN (encoder phase-Z -) O 

19 GND  20 GND  

21 CWP (CW pulse +) I 22 CWN (CW pulse -) I 

23 CCWP (CCW pulse +) I 24 CCWN (CCW pulse -) I 

25 5V (not connected)  26 5V (not connected)  

 

■ 20Pin  XG4A-2031: OMRON (Cable side: XG2030-T) 

Pin Signal name I/O Pin Signal name I/O 

1 5V (not connected)  2 GND  

3 CWP (CW pulse +) I 4 CWN (CW pulse -) I 

5 CCWP (CCW pulse +) I 6 CCWN (CCW pulse -) I 

7 AP (encoder phase-A +) O 8 AN (encoder phase-A -) O 

9 BP (encoder phase-B +) O 10 BN (encoder phase-B -) O 

11 ZP (encoder phase-Z +) O 12 ZN (encoder phase-Z -) O 

13 CTRCL (error counter clear) O 14 SVALM (servo alarm) O 

15 SVON (servo ON) I 16 SVRST (servo reset) I 

17 INPOS (positioning complete) O 18 SVRDY (servo ready) O 

19 EXTPOW (24V)  20 EXTGND (24GND)  
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(2) Machine I/F connector 

■ 10Pin  XG4A-1031: OMRON (Cable side: XG1030-T) 

Pin Signal name I/O Pin Signal name I/O 

1 EXTPOW (24V)  2 EXTPOW (24V)  

3 +ELS (+end limit) O 4 -ELS (+end limit) O 

5 DLS (deceleration sensor) O 6 SVBRK (servo brake) I 

7 OLS (origin sensor) O 8 CMP (comparator) I 

9 EXTGND (24GND)  10 EXTGND (24GND)  

 

■ 16Pin  XG4A-1631: OMRON (Cable side: XG1630-T) 

Pin Signal name I/O Pin Signal name I/O 

1   2 CMP (comparator) I 

3   4   

5   6   

7   8   

9 +ELS (+end limit) O 10 -ELS (+end limit) O 

11 DLS (deceleration sensor) O 12   

13 OLS (origin sensor) O 14   

15 EXTPOW  16 EXTGND  

 

(3) Comparator connector 

■ 16Pin  XG4A-1631: OMRON (Cable side: XG1630-T) 

Pin Signal name I/O Pin Signal name I/O 

1 5V (not connected)  2 5V (not connected)  

3 CMPX (X-axis comparator) I 4 GND  

5 CMPY (Y-axis comparator) I 6 GND  

7 CMPZ (Z-axis comparator)  8 GND  

9 CMPU (U-axis comparator)  10 GND  

11 GND  12 GND  

13   14   

15   16   

 

(4) Power supply terminal 

■ 2Pin Terminal  MC1,5/2-G-3,81: Phoenix contact (Cable side: MC1,5/2-ST-3,81) 

Pin Signal name 

1 24V  

2 24GND 
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4.2.8 Switch description 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

*1: Encoder frequency 

1: 6.25MHz, 2: 1MHz, 3: 100kHz, 4: 10kHz 

*2: Encoder output pulse number (disabled when switch is set to loopback) 

0: continuous output while encoder output switch (EOS) is ON, 1: 1000 pulses output when EOS goes 

OFF→ON 

2: 100 pulses output when EOS goes OFF→ON, 3: 50 pulses output when EOS goes OFF→ON 

4: 10 pulses output when EOS goes OFF→ON, 5: 5 pulses output when EOS goes OFF→ON 

6: 1 pulse output when EOS goes OFF→ON, 7: outputs the signal input to handle terminal (manual pulsar) 

*3: Pulse input format 

0: CW/CCW, 1: phase-difference signal, 2: Pulse train＋direction 

*4: Encoder output form 

0: phase-difference signal, 1: CW/CCW 
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SVON SVGCMPCTRCL RST SVTL

ALM INP RDY +ELS -ELS OLSZ SVSABRK

SVON SVGCMPCTRCL RST SVTL

ALM INP RDY +ELS -ELS OLSZ SVSABRK

SVON SVGCMPCTRCL RST SVTL

ALM INP RDY +ELS -ELS OLSZ SVSABRK

SVON SVGCMPCTRCL RST SVTL

ALM INP RDY +ELS -ELS OLSZ SVSABRK

表示切替

ENC_種 P入力種

ENC_周波数

ENC_ON

表示クリア 折返し

折返し

折返し

折返し逆転 E_パルス数

X

CH4(U)

CH3(Z)

CH2(Y)

CH1(X)

Z

Y

U

正転 表示，
エンコーダ

切替

１：6.25MHｚ
２：    1MHｚ
３： 100KHｚ
４：  10KHｚ

０：連続
１：1000ﾊ゚ﾙｽ
２： 100ﾊ゚ﾙｽ
３：  50ﾊ゚ﾙｽ
４：  10ﾊ゚ﾙｽ
５：   5ﾊ゚ﾙｽ
６：   1ﾊ゚ﾙｽ
７：手パ

０：A　 /　B
１：CW /CCW
２：PLS/DIR
３：
４：!A　 /　!B
５：!CW /!CCW
６：!PLS/!DIR
７：

０：CW /CCW
１：A　 /　B
２：PLS/DIR
３：
４：!CW /!CCW
５：!A　 /　!B!
６：!PLS/!DIR
７：

DLS

DLS

DLS

DLS

(R+EL) (R-EL) (BRK)

(R+EL) (R-EL) (BRK)

(R+EL) (R-EL) (BRK)

(R+EL) (R-EL) (BRK)

Input confirmation LED 

Counter display switch (1 to 4) 

Encoder switch (loopback on downside) 

Encoder frequency switch (*1) 

Encoder output pulse 
number switch (*2) 

Encoder output switch (output on downside) 

Encoder output direction switch 
(upside positive) 

Counter clear 

Encoder output type switch (*4) 

Pulse input format switch (*3) 

1516
１2

2526
１2

19 20
１ 2

9 10
１ 2

15 16
１ 2

X6X
X6X

2526
１2

19 20
１ 2

9 10
１ 2

15 16
１ 2

X6X
X6X

2526
１2

19 20
１ 2

9 10
１ 2

15 16
１ 2

X6X
X6X

2526
１2

19 20
１ 2

9 10
１ 2

15 16
１ 2

X6X
X6X

RM

24V

GND

+5V

GND

PA+
PA-

PB+

PB-

CH4(U) CH3(Z) CH2(Y) CH1(X)

SAR
VO

SEN
SOR

CMP
_IN

XYZ

+/-

BA

CWCCW

X

BA

CWCCW

Y

BA

CWCCW

Z

BA

CWCCW

U

POWER

GND

  1 2   19 20  1 2   19 20  1 2   19 20  1 2   19 20

363636 36

24OUT

+24V power supply 

POW LED 

Counter 

24V supply switching jumper 
Open when supplying power to 
HUSB-CPD434v2CB and ACB. 

Short-circuited in other cases. 

Monitor terminal (CW/CCW, phase-A/B) 

Monitor terminal GND 

Handle terminal (+5V, GND, AP, AN, BP, BN) 

AC input 

Power switch 

Output switch (upside ON) 
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5. Glossary 
5.1  Terms Used in Motion Control 

5.1.1 Configuration example of motion control system 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Motion controller Motor driver Motor 

 

5.1.2 Pulse command and motor rotation 

(a) Stepping (pulse) motor 

The stepping motor is a motor that rotates on its axis at a certain angle (step angle) for every pulse signal it 

receives. It is also called a pulse motor. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Motion controller Motor driver Stepping motor 

 

(b) Servo motor 

The power supply terminal has an encoder (angle detector) built into the servo motor which feeds back the 

rotational position and speed of the motor axis to the motor driver. 

The motor driver controls the rotation speed of the servo motor so that it moves one encoder pulse when it 

receives one command pulse. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Motion controller Motor driver Servo motor 

 

  

Pulse train 
signal 

Current control 

Positioning 
completion signal 

Alarm signal 
Phase-A/B/Z 

signal 

X-axis 

Pulse train 
signal Excitation 

signal 

 

Pulse command Current control 
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5.1.3 Control axes and their axis name 

A control axis originally refers to the coordinates used to control a machine device. 

The control axis on the motion controller should be matched with their respective axis on the machine device. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.1.4 Control command unit 

Both the servo motor and stepping motor are controlled by pulse train signals. In this case, a single pulse is 

the minimum unit of control. 

 

 

 

1 command pulse 

 

The relationship of the rotation speed and rotation angle (position) with the pulse and motor are as follows: 

 The rotation angle (position) is proportional to the number of pulses.  

 The rotation speed is proportional to the pulse frequency (pps). 

 

The quantity of movement per pulse of a machine depends on the design of the machine. 

 

<With ball screw driving> 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For lead of screw = 10 (mm), and a 1000 (p/r) encoder 

Since lead of screw = 10 (mm), the carriage moves for 10 (mm) when the motor rotates 360°. 

The motor needs 1000 pulses to rotate 360°, therefore the travel distance of one pulse is 10/1000 (mm) = 

0.01 (mm). 

Therefore, it takes 100 (1/0.01) pulses to move the carriage for a distance of 1mm. 

 

In the same way, the machine speed by 1 pulse/second is as follows: 

The travel distance for one pulse is 0.01 (mm), which means 1(pps) = 0.01 (mm/sec). 

For example, to move at 10mm/sec, a speed of 10 / 0.01 = 1000 (pps) should be specified. 

 

  

On a stepping motor: 1 command pulse = 1 step angle rotation 

On a servo motor: 1 command pulse = 1 encoder pulse rotation 

Encoder 

Carriage 

Motor 

X 

Y 

Z 
X-axis 

Y-axis 

θ-axis 

Motion controller control axes  

(on the software) 

Axis names on the 

device 

Motion controller 

Motor driver XYθ stages 

  

Distribution 
board 
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5.1.5 Coordinates and the travel distance command 

(1) Equipment coordinates 

The positions of a machine movable 

portion are typically managed on a 

coordinate system where its origin is the 

homing completion position. 

A control axis is available in various types 

including the linear axis and rotation axis. 

Here, the linear axis will be used as an 

example. 

 

 

 

(2) Travel distance command 

A travel distance command specifies the 

difference between the current position and 

the target position (relative travel distance). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.1.6 Command counter and machine counter 

The command counter is a counter that cumulatively counts the number of pulses that is output by the motion 

controller. 

The machine counter is a counter that cumulatively counts the number of encoder pulses input to the motion 

controller. 

In most of cases, the application software uses the command counter as the machine coordinates. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Current position (2000,1000) 

Origin (0,0) X 

Y 

2000 

1000 

Origin (0,0) X 

Y 

2000 

1000 

3000 

2000 
Target position (3000,2000) 

Current position (2000,1000) 

Travel distance X:+1000, Y:+1000 

 

Motor 

driver 

Command counter 

Machine counter 
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5.1.7 Constant-speed operation and acceleration/deceleration operation 

(1) Constant-speed operation 

In constant-speed operation, the carriage travels at constant speed from the beginning to the end of the 

operation. Not recommended for acceleration/deceleration operation. (Strong vibration and shock) 

 

(2) Acceleration/deceleration operation 

In acceleration operation, the carriage starts to move at base speed, accelerates to the operation speed, 

moves at operation speed, and decelerates to the base speed before it stops. 

Speed Speed 

 

 

 

 

 

Constant-speed operation Time Acceleration/deceleration operation Time 

 

5.1.8 Operation speed and base speed 

(1) Operation speed 

Operation speed is the speed specified for performing an operation such as positioning, interpolation, homing, 

and continuous feeding. 

 

(2) Base speed 

Base speed is the speed reached at once when an 

acceleration operation is started. Also in deceleration stop, 

the operation stops immediately from the base speed. Enter 

a low value for the speed so that there is no shock due to 

machine inertia. 

 

(3) Auxiliary speed 

Auxiliary speed is the speed at which a carriage travels when it is reaching the origin entry speed in certain 

types of homing operations. 

Auxiliary speed is also used for other operations, such as backlash and slip. 

  

Speed 

Time 

Operation 

speed 

 

 

Base speed 
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5.1.9 Types of axis operation 

There are two major types of axis operations: independent axis control and interpolation control. 

In independent axis control, the axes operate individually without any relation to each other. 

An interpolation control is a control in which multiple axes move by interpolating. The movable portions move 

by drawing a desired profile (contour) to reach the target position. Normally, the speed is controlled so that the 

vector speed (speed in the traveling direction) is constant. 

 

(1) Independent axis operation 

(a) Continuous feed 

Continuous feed is an operation where no stop 

position, but only the speed is specified. 

The operation continues until a stop command is 

issued. 

 

 

 

(b) Positioning 

Positioning is an operation that places the carriage at 

a target point. 

The target point and speed are specified. 

 

 

 

(c) Homing 

Homing is an operation that returns the carriage to the reference point of the operation (origin). Homing is 

performed to match the position on the machine with that on the software. 

(1) OLS (origin sensor) homing 

The position where the OLS turns ON becomes 

the origin. 

 

 

 

 

 

(2) OLS + phase-Z homing 

The position where the carriage stops on the 

specified phase-Z count from the point where the 

OLS turns ON becomes the origin. 

 

 

 

 

 

(3) ELS (end-limit sensor) homing 

The position where the ELS turns ON and inverts 

to OFF becomes the origin. 

 

 

  

Operation 

ON OFF 
OLS 

Stop command 

Speed 

Travel 
distance 

Time 

ON OFF 
OLS 

Z 

ON OFF 
-ELS 

Speed 

Time 

Operation 

Operation 
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(d) Timer operation (dwell) 

Timer operation is an operation that stops the carriage (does not perform next operation) for an indicated 

length of time. 

 

(2) Interpolation operation 

(a) Linear interpolation 

Linear interpolation is an operation that linearly moves the carriage from the starting point to the end point. 

Y 

End point 

 

 

 

 

 

Starting point X 

X = major axis, Y = minor axis 

(b) Circular interpolation 

Circular interpolation is an operation that moves the carriage circularly through the specified end point and 

center point, and in the rotation direction. 

Y 

 

 

Center End point 

 

 

 

 

 

Starting point X 

(c) Representative axis for interpolation 

A “representative axis” refers to the X axis or an axis the closest to it when circularly or linearly interpolating a 

set of axes in the X to U range. 

With an 8-axis board, the representative axis will be the V axis or an axis the closest to it when circularly or 

linearly interpolating axes in the V to B range. 

Similarly, with an 12-axis board, the representative axis will be the X1 axis or an axis the closest to it when 

circularly or linearly interpolating axes in the X1 to U1 range; X2 axis or an axis the closest to it with axes in 

the X2 to U2 range, and X3 axis or an axis the closest to it with axes in the X3 to U3 range. 

This representative axis is used to set the “interpolation speed” and read the speed at which the interpolation 

is being performed. 

 

(d) Major axis (main axis) and minor axis 

A “major axis” (or main axis) refers to an axis that has the maximum traveling distance in a set of interpolating 

axes. The rest of the axes are called “minor axis”. 
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5.1.10 Input/output signal 

(1) Normal open and normal close 

(a) Normal open 

Normal open refers to a contact that is open in the normal state and closes when operated. ON when current 

flows through the switch. It operates conversely to normal close. 

 

OFF ON 

 

(b) Normal close 

Normal close refers to a contact that is closed in normal state and opens when operated. ON when current 

does not flow through the switch. It operates conversely to normal open. 

(Allows you to avoid risks due to cable breakage) 

 

OFF ON 

 

(2) Servo interface 

(a) Output 

⚫ CW/CCW (command pulse) 

There are various commanding methods you can use for the command pulse such as the CW/CCW 

pulse method and the pulse/direction method. 

The command pulse output format of the motion controller and the command pulse input format of the 

motor driver must be the same. 

 

⚫ CW/CCW pulse method (dual-pulse method) 

CW 

 

CCW 

CW (+) CCW (-) 

 

⚫ Pulse/direction method (direction signal and pulse train method) 

 CW (pulse train) 

 

CCW (direction signal) 

CW (+) CCW (-) 

CW: Clockwise rotation, CCW: Counter-clockwise rotation 

 

⚫ SVON (Servo ON) 

This signal turns on the servo motor control. 

 

⚫ SVRST (Servo reset) 

This signal resets a servo driver. 
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⚫ SVCTRCL (Servo error counter clear) 

This signal clears the error counter within the servo driver (ex. accumulated pulse counter and error 

pulse counter). 

The purpose of the servo driver is to bring down the deviation between the command pulse and the 

encoder FB (feedback) to zero. However, in actual operation, a motor does not start in 

synchronization with the command pulse but operates by following the command pulse with some 

delay. Because of this, the motor does not stop immediately even when the command pulse stops 

and continues to operate until the error counter becomes zero. 

When it is necessary to “quick-stop” a motor (e.g, because it is stopped by an external signal such as 

a homing signal), SVCRCL needs to be issued on command pulse output completion to clear the 

error counter within the servo driver and stop the motor. 

 

(b) Input 

⚫ SVALM (Servo alarm) 

This signal warns that the servo driver is out-of-control for some reason, such as overload. 

The operation is stopped while SVALM is output from the servo driver. 

 

⚫ INPOS (In-position, homing complete, COIN) 

This signal notifies that the servo motor has reached the commanded position. The INPOS signal is 

issued by the servo driver when the value of the error counter in the servo driver is within the 

in-position range set in the servo driver. 

 

⚫ SVRDY (Servo ready) 

In general, this signal is output from the servo driver when the servo driver main power supply is ON 

while the servo alarm is not. 

 

⚫ Encoder FB (Encoder feedback) 

This signal is the feedback signal from the encoder. The motion controller counts the phase difference 

between phase-A and phase-B signals to determine the current carriage position. The phase-Z 

(phase-C) signal is a signal that is output at every full rotation of the encoder. It is used as a reference 

position of other operations such as homing. 

In general, phase-A, phase-B, and phase-Z are input to the motion controller through the motor driver. 

 

⚫ During CW rotation 

Phase-B is always “Low” at the rising edge of phase-A. 

 

Phase-A 

 

Phase-B 

 

⚫ During CCW rotation 

Phase-B is always “High” at the rising edge of phase-A. 

 

Phase-A 

 

Phase-B 
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⚫ Multiplication 

 

Phase-A 

 

Phase-B 

 

x1 multiplication +     +   - It counts up one when the phase-A input changes 

during LOW phase-B 

x2 multiplication +  +  + -   - It counts up one when the phase-A input changes. 

x4 multiplication + + + + + - - - - - It counts up one when the phase-A or phase-B 

input changes. 

 

(3) Machine Interface 

- + 

 

 

 

 

-ELS OLS DLS +ELS 

(a) Input 

⚫ ±ELS (Stroke end-limit sensor, over-travel, OT) 

This sensor is placed on both ends of the linear motion axis. 

The motion controller automatically stops sending a command pulse when it detects an ELS in the moving 

direction. 

When an ELS is detected, the carriage can only move in the opposite direction of the detected ELS. 

The polarity (plus and minus) of the ELS must match the direction of the coordinates (the moving direction 

of the work). 

 

⚫ OLS (Origin-limit sensor, origin sensor, origin proximity sensor) 

This sensor is used as the origin sensor of the sensor origin, or as a deceleration sensor (origin proximity 

sensor) for the phase-Z homing operation. 

 

⚫ DLS (Deceleration-limit sensor, deceleration sensor) 

This sensor is used as a deceleration sensor for the homing operation. 
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(4) Interface for external device synchronization 

(a) Output 

⚫ CMP (Comparator output) 

Compares the specified counter with the set comparator data to produce an external output upon matching 

comparator conditions.  

 

(b) Input 

⚫ LATCH (Latch input) 

This input latches the count value of the motion controller. 

 

⚫ CLR (Clear input) 

This input clears the count value of the motion controller. 

 

5.1.11 Others 

(1) Speed override 

This changes the operation speed during operation. 

 

(2) Position override 

This changes the target position during operation. There are three types of position overriding: 

If the target position is changed to a new position farther than the original position during 

acceleration/constant operation, the carriage maintains the current speed and completes the positioning 

at the new target. 

Speed 

 

 

 

 

 

Time 

Target changed farther 

 

If the target position is changed to a new position farther than the original position during deceleration, 

the carriage re-accelerates to the operation speed from the current position and completes the 

positioning at the new target. This re-acceleration does not occur if the remaining travel distance is short. 

Speed 

 

 

 

 

 

Time 

Target changed farther 
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If the carriage already passed the newly set target position, or if the carriage is decelerating and the new 

target position is closer to the origin than the original target position, it reverses the direction to complete 

positioning at the new target. 
Speed 

 

 

 

 

 

Time 

Target changed to a passed position 

 

(3) Backlash correct 

Backlash operation is the operation that inserts a pre-set correct pulse each time the carriage changes its 

moving direction. 

The speed of this correct pulse is the auxiliary speed. 

 

 

 

 

 

(4) Slip correct 

Slip operation is the operation that inserts a pre-set correct pulse before a command operation 

regardless of the moving direction of the carriage. 

The speed of this correct pulse is the auxiliary speed.

  

Backlash 
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6. Manual Revision History 
Version Date Modification Remarks 

5.25 2015/10/06 Newly Created English Version  

5.26 2015/12/01 “Terms and Names appearing in this Manual” revised  

5.27 2016/4/01 Deleted description “HPCIe-CPD674N(x86)” or 

“HPCIe-CPD674N(x64)” will be displayed for driver 

name but is not a problem.“ from Page20” 

 

5.30 2016./08/02 Added “3.2 HPCI-CPD5212M”  

5.31 2017/05/16 Misspell corrected  

5.51 2018/5/18 Added discriptions of HUSB-CPD434  

5.52 2020/2/4 Added description for Windows10  
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